
Specialty Class
Light Classics Part 2

Week 1 Music of the Night

Week 2 Eleanor Rigby

Week 3 Eine Nacht Musik

Week 4 Be My Love

Week 5 Eternally/The River Seine

Week 6 Star Wars Theme

Week 7 Somewhere In My Memory

Week 8 James Bond Theme



Music Of the Night

We’ve done this song in the Phantom class but this time we will add extra
left hand patterns and other options to make it sound great.

It’s LONG so let’s only play it through once without the repeats

This song is very slow so don’t let these 8th note rolls we are adding scare
you!

Measures 1-8 we will do an 8th note octave roll.

On the third line, 2nd measure, add an Eb chord on the high G note in the
instrumental section.

Measures 9-12 play this section up an octave 8VA. On the 2nd line of the
2nd page, return to normal location and play in the octave it’s written.
On the 3rd line, 1st measure, add an Eb chord on the high G note again.

Third page play the song with the simple 4/4 roll as 8th notes until you
get to the 3rd line 2nd measure and play that measure as a BIG F chord
roll and slow it down. In the last line of the 3rd page, softly block the Am
and E chord, but roll the A.  Play this entire area as a ritardando



Fourth page, return to the 8th note octave roll. Play in the original
location with the exception of two measures. The 3rd of line one, and the
first of lines 2, play these two measures 8VA.
On the 3rd line, 2nd measure add an Eb chord over the high G note in that
measure.

If you wish to repeat to the 1st line of the fourth page, that’s fine. If not, skip
to the 2nd ending and do each chord as an octave roll.
Continue to hold the high F note through all of the ties and add the proper
harmony underneath as shown.

The images below will show you how to play the harmony for the last
measure.



Clavinova Fun!
In your classical section under Latin/World is the Moonlights 6/8
style. It’s the best I have found!



Eleanor Rigby

Primarily written by Paul McCartney, Eleanor Rigby was originally written all on the
piano. Paul says that he can hear an ENTIRE song just from 1 chord! He sat down and
continually blocked an e major and started to sing the melody- “Daisy Hawkins, she
picks up the rice in the church where a wedding has been…” he claims the words fell
out like a stream of consciousness, although he was not sold on the name “Daisy
Hawkins”. The Beatles were working with Elenaor Bron on their song “Help!” and Paul
recalls really liking the name Eleanor. One night he was wandering the streets of Bristol
with the name Eleanor in mind, and was trying to find inspiration for a possible surname
for Eleanor. He happened upon an old shop ‘Rigby and Evens Ltd, Wine & Spirits
shippers' ' Rigby stuck out to him and was exactly what he was looking for.

Although what makes the song so mysterious is that 9 years prior, at a cemetery in
Liverpool Paul and John met at, there was a gravestone of a 44 year old maid named
Eleanor Rigby. Paul says, “it was either a complete coincidence or it was in my
subconscious somewhere, but this is just bigger than me.” And so became one of the
Beatles most celebrated songs.

The tempo of this song is originally recorded at 126bpm and is in the key of G Major.

Since there are no drums on the original recording the rhythm and percussion must be
compromised using other elements. The left hand will be blocking chords on a quarter
note beat during the chorus, “Ah, look at all the lonely people!”



You may keep the same blocking rhythm going continuously throughout the song, but if
you would like to differentiate between sections, I would recommend bouncing the
verses.

The Beatles used staccato strings and guitar that hold the rhythm throughout the song
and it really makes the song stand out compared to some of their  more rock influenced
songs. Since there are only two chords in the entire song it leaves a lot of room to have
fun experimenting with our melody by adding harmonies and/or fills that come from the
orchestra.

For example, in the advanced version you can add in this fill to the first line of the song
(8va) by creating an extra two measures, while staying on the D minor chord.

You can add this fill every time after you play “Ah, look at all the lonely people!”
You may also harmonize the melody by playing the main melody on top and adding the
lower harmony. For example the words “look at” are an E and a F note, so play C and E
together and D and F together!

Finish the song by rolling the D minor chord down! D, A, F, D, D



Eine kleine Nachtmusik

Eine kleine Nachtmusik, otherwise known as Serenade No.
13 in G Major, is one of the great works of Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozart. Mozart wrote the piece in 1787 for a
string ensemble of two violins, viola, cello and double bass.
The title translates literally as ‘a little night music’, but ‘a

little serenade’ is probably a better translation.

CHORD INVERSIONS

Chord inversions will be very helpful with this piece, especially where chords
are changing very quickly.

We recommend using the F/C inverted chord in a couple parts of the piece.
The notes in order are C F A.

Sometimes inversions are used because they sound better than the regular
chord would sound. Piano Man is a great example!

Sometimes we use inversions not so much because they sound better, but
because they can make chord changes easier. In this piece, there are times
when we need to go back and forth between F and C chords quite quickly.



If we played both chords in root position (not inverted) that’s a lot of jumping
back and forth!

By playing the F chords in these sections as F/C, we make the chord changes
quite a bit easier.

We recommend playing the F chords as F/C in these sections:
● Page 1 line 1
● Page 2 line 1 and 2
● Page 2 line 3

7TH CHORDS

This is one of those cases where the extra effort of the 7th chords is probably
not worthwhile! Playing the C chords as C7’s doesn’t add a great deal to the
sound in this particular piece of music. Plus, they make it significantly harder -
especially in the fast chord change section at the top of page 2.

Play any of the 7th chords that you like, but we recommend keeping the C
chords as normal non-7th chords.

If there IS one 7th chord that’s worthwhile to play in Eine kleine Nachtmusik,
it’s the second to last chord of the piece.

● The second to last chord of any song will almost always sound good as a
7th chord. The ‘unresolved’ sound of a 7th chord works perfectly here -
the final chord will ‘resolve’ and make the ending of the song sound
satisfying.

● If you choose to play the C7 chord in the last line, the notes are C E G Bb.



LEFT HAND TECHNIQUES

Here’s how to mix up the left hand styles to make the song sound like Mozart
wrote it. He composed it for strings, but this piano arrangement will sound
very authentic.
In the rolled chord sections, the Mozart roll is ideal. It’s a variation on the
regular 4/4 roll. It looks like this:

Mozart Roll with C Chord:
BEAT 1 2 3 4
NOTE G G

E
C

So you play the root note on beat one, the top note on beat 2, middle note on
beat 3, then top note again on beat 4.

● Think ‘Bottom, Top, Middle, Top’!

If this feels a little too challenging, the regular 4/4 roll will sound just fine!

Here’s our suggested arrangement:

PAGE 1
● Line 1 - Block the F/C chords on just the first beat of measures 1, 2 and 3.
● Line 2 - Block the C chords on just the first beat of measures 1, 2 and 3.
● Lines 3 and 4 - Roll the chords all through these two lines.

PAGE 2
● Line 1 - Block the F/C and C chords, just on beats 1 and 3 where the chords

change.
● Line 2 Measure 1 to 3 - The piece really softens up in these measures!

Block the F chord on the first beat of measure 1, then just hold it in
measure 2. Block the Bb chord in measure 3 on beat 1.



● Line 2 Measure 4 to Line 3 Measure 2 - Block the chords on beats 1 and 3
of each measure

● Line 3 Measure 3 to Line 4 Measure 2 - Block the chords just once each
time the chord changes.

● Line 4 Measure 3 to Line 5 Measure 2 - Block the chords on beats 1 and 3
of each measure.

● Final two measures - It’s hard to beat a simple block chord to end the
piece! If you’d like to ‘pretty it up’ by rolling the chord feel free.

ALWAYS REMEMBER!

It’s always a wise idea to learn a song with simple block chords before you
switch to anything more complex like rolls or bounces. It’s a good first step
before you try the more difficult techniques. And if you never get round to the
more difficult techniques, the song will still sound good! All songs sound good
with simple block chords!

DIGITAL PIANO FUN

Try playing with a STRING ENSEMBLE sound. There are so many great
string sounds on your Clavinova CVP and CSPs. We recommend the Seattle
Chamber. If you have a Clavinova CLP series just use the regular ‘Strings’
sound. If you have a different kind of digital piano, have fun experimenting
until you find the string sound you like best!



Be My Love

I’m only doing this song because I love it so much. My parents loved it
and sang it together so that brings back many memories. Music is the
single biggest memory inducer for so many of us!
It’s an odd song for the left hand and with odd (extra) chords. So I will
include a full copy of the song with the lesson for the difficult version.

On YouTube, there is a lovely piano version with tons of sus chords.
Performed by Keith Jarrett  We only use one sus chord. Andrea
Bocelli also does a great version. We will listen to part of both!

Bl- means block
Rl means roll

So in the difficult version we are going to add a Gsus chord.
A sus chord always asks a question that needs to be answered. For
example the G sus chord we use will be answered by the G chord.
Think of the sus chords as being suspended waiting for the boss to
show up!

A Gsus chord is the G, C, D.
It is the first and last note of the chord in root position. The middle note
changes. Instead of being a 3rd ( the B note) it’s actually a half step



higher. Or, I always think of it as a whole step down from the last note
of the chord. Here is a list of popular Sus chords.

Csus- C,F,G
Dsus- D,G,A
Fsus- F,Bb,C
Gsus- G,C,D
Asus A,D,E

Simple Variation- Play the song as written and block twice per
measure. On the 1st and 3rd beat of each measure. If you want to try
some of the new chords, that great but still stay with the block on the
1st and 3rd beat.
Advanced Variation-
The printed song with details will be in the syllabus but we will use a
mixture of blocking and rolling for only 3 beats instead of 4. This is
how the song sounds best and also what makes it hard to teach!
However, you will notice a lot of dotted half notes in the song. This
allows you to do the three notes of the chord and let the las beat rest.
When you get to the last page 2nd to the last line we will do the D
chord as a 4/4 octave roll.
And add a fancier ending.
So when you go to the second ending, roll the G chord.
G,B,D
Then play an A note in the melody and roll and F chord. F,A,C
Then the Bb note and roll and Eb chord Eb,G,Bb
The a BIG roll with the G chord. Make the ending as big as you like!

Clavinova Fun! The best I found for this was the 12/8ths rhythm
in Easy Listening. There are some styles in Big Band and
Orchestra.  Again an awkward flowery song that really needs no
style!



Eternally/The River Seine

We are going to create a waltz medley. Waltz’s are easy to count
out and The River Seine is easier than Eternally. Both songs I
personally have never heard of but liked them both.

When you do a medley it's personal which song or songs you
choose first. The River Seine had a slower feel and for some
reason felt the best when played together. Below are some points
about medleys.

1. It’s nice to have a common theme. These songs are both
love songs and are very ardent! They are also both waltzes.
They don’t have to be in the same key but these two are and
that makes it even easier.

2. You want to have a different style of playing or an
intensifying version for the 2nd song so the listener does
not get bored.

3. You will want to have a seamless transition from one song
to another. We will show you a few tricks!

Simple version-
Play the River Seine as a simple ¾ roll. Play it all the way through with
the ¾ roll.



If you wish to spice it up there are several places you could add a
double note harmony. For example on the 2nd page, 1st line, 4th
measure, you can add an E note under the G note, and on the 2nd
line add an E note under the first 3 G notes. And again on the last
measure of the 2nd line of the 2nd page add a G note under the high
C.

When you get to the end here is a nice transition to the next song,
play a C#dim (C#,E,G), then a Dm chord, a G chord and then the C.
You can block or roll the transition chords

When you get to Eternally go to a ¾ bounce just like we did in Take
Me Out To The Ballgame. This song is harder so it’s tempting to speed
up. Don't do it! Watch those eight notes. An even simpler and
completely acceptable way to play this is to just block the chords, the
melody will carry it!

Advanced Version-
We will start with the ending of the first song as an intro BUT we
will slowly roll the ¾ roll after the low notes. So here’s what we
want you to do for the intro. Play the low D then come up and roll
the Dm, the same with the C and C



This advanced version is similar to the simple version except for a few
melodic changes.
The River Seine

1. Harmonize many of the E notes on the first two lines of page one
with a C harmony underneath. Harmonize a D note under the F
notes when appropriate.

2. Do the same harmonies on the 2nd page is the simple version
but play measures 16-24 (starts on measure 3 of the 2nd page)
up an octave and add harmony.

3. Do the same transition
Eternally

4. Basically the same only when you get to the ending, use the
same image up above for the fancy ending but do a ¾ bounce
after the low note and play the Fm, skip the G chord, and go right
to C to end it.

CVP FUN!!! The Standard Waltz in your Ballroom styles is great but
you may want to speed it up a bit!



Star Wars

This is a fun song to play! There are many BIG Star Wars fans and many of
the Lacefield staff fall into that group!

We will use blocks, inversions, rolls and emphatic single note chording in
this song
There will be a few changes in the chord timing that we will share with you.

Pay special attention to the many triplets! They are the true rhythm in this
song!

Introduction

Let’s start with a short easy intro! Play the low G (lowest on the keyboard)
and an inverted right hand chord G/B 9 times with great emphasis.

Playing the song

Block the first four lines of the song with four blocks per measure.
You can take a few liberties with the timing. There are timing issues on both
pages but I corrected them on page one. But the simplest thing to know is
this, every time the G chord or the D chord is played off beat, put it back on
the beat right before. We do it for you on page one and will walk you
through it on page 2.





Inversions- Since we are blocking much of the first page, every time you
see an F or G chord, use the 2nd inversion.

Simple Version!
Use a Quarter note octave roll!. Roll the last line of the first page all the way
through the 2nd line of the 2nd page.
Advanced Version!
Try an 8th note octave roll instead. Add harmony on the Cm Chord with the
High G note.

Dramatic segue on line 3 of the 2nd page.
Play the very lowest D note nine times with lots of emphasis as you move
back into the marching section like in the beginning.

Simple Version!
Play it just like the first page with inversions.
Advanced version
Do a stride piano type of block. Play the Low G then block the inversion of
the G. Do the same from the second measure of the 3rd line to the last
measure of the 4th line.



Go back to the simple block for the last line but end the song with playing
the low G’s 4 times as a triplet.

CVP Fun

This song is in Music Finder and uses the Sci Fi March. The traditional
march in the World Category under the MarchPolka, also works AND is
easier to keep time with.

Go through your sound variations in the A,B,C,D with OTS on for some
variety.



Somewhere In My Memory
(Home Alone)

This is a really pretty song and we can have a lot of fun recreating the
feeling of this song.

This song is unusual because it has only 24 measures!

When we listen to the song, it starts out with a bell-like accompaniment.
Here’s the best way to duplicate the original.

Measures 1-8 take both hands up an octave. This will recreate the bell-like
sound.  Use the simple 4/4 roll for these 8 measures. Below is the diagram.
But we will do this as 8th notes in the left hand.

Measures 9-16 return to the original location but stay with the simple 4/4 roll.

When you get to the last 8 measures, (measures 17-24) go to an eighth note octave
roll until the last line that we will cover the left hand later.



Harmony- we will use the arpeggiating right hand harmony on the 2nd page,
2nd line, measures 1. You will Play the F,A,C with the C being the melody
note.
Do this again on the 3rd line, 2nd measure. It’s the same notes and chords.

When you get to the last line, play every chord as a low chord name then up for the
last three notes of the chord. Low F then F, A, C in the normal location. Do the
same with the G chord and then the C chord and roll!

CVP FUN!

If you listen to this song on YouTube you will hear a digital bell-like sound.
DX/Bells  which is in the FM Electric Piano section. Add the Broadway Strings at
the 2nd page, 3rd measure.
This song refers to Christmas things throughout but the only style that sounded
okay was the Christmas Swing 2 slowed down to 80 beats per minute.
I also loved the Cartoon Ballad!



JAMES BOND THEME

The "James Bond Theme" is the main signature theme music of the James Bond films and has
featured in every Eon Productions Bond film since Dr. No, released in 1962. The piece has been
used as an accompanying fanfare to the gun barrel sequence in every Eon Bond film.

The "James Bond Theme" has accompanied the opening titles twice, as part of the medley that
opens Dr. No and then again in the opening credits of From Russia with Love (1963). It has been
used as music over the end credits for Dr. No, Thunderball (1965), On Her Majesty's Secret Service
(1969), The World Is Not Enough (1999), Casino Royale (2006), Quantum of Solace (2008), Skyfall
(2012), and Spectre (2015).

This song is a lot of fun to play!    It has a mysterious feel in the beginning till it gets to
the 2nd page, third line-  there it has a jazzy swing feel.

We are going to do an altogether different and NEW left hand style.   The tempo is slow,
so this is a fairly easy left hand to do.  The chords stay the same.  Throughout the song
it’s just an Em, C, A, C and continuously repeats until the CODA.  Then, there is only a
Bm chord.    Here is what your left hand looks like:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theme_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Bond
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eon_Productions#James_Bond_series
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dr._No_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fanfare
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gun_barrel_sequence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/From_Russia_with_Love_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thunderball_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/On_Her_Majesty%27s_Secret_Service_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_World_Is_Not_Enough
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casino_Royale_(2006_film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_of_Solace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skyfall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectre_(2015_film)


Now, the trick is to play this right hand melodic rhythm against this steady beat of the
Left hand.   It’s BEST if you line out the notes of the left hand where they line up with
the right hand.  We’ll show you our book as an example.

Now the Swing/Jazz part on the second page, third line is WAY easier than it looks.
Why?   Because the Left hand keeps the same steady beat in the left hand.  The only
thing that makes is “Swingy” is the right hand. Again, this will be WAY easier if you line
up the left hand notes precisely.

CODA:

On the CODA, we will be blocking the left hand ONLY.

And we will be doing an exceptionally jazzy chord for the last chord in the song!  Play
the block chord in the right hand and play OCTAVE E’s really low in the left hand.

There is the PERFECT rhythm on the Yamaha CVP.  It’s called Secret Agent.  Tempo is
80 and has great sounds on the OTS (One touch Setting)

Try shadow guitar too!

Also, use your FINGERED on Bass and play the Em normal, the C as a C/E, the A as a
A/E.


